DRAGONSTOOTH STOUT

The name is referential to the founders of Thebes: warriors who
sprangfrom the earth when the teeth of a slain dragon were sown by
Cadmus. Made with 10% rolled oats, roasted barley, Crystal, Munich,
and Chocolate malts. Bittered with Magnum, finished with Cascade
and Centennial hops.
Starting gravity 20° Plato (1.080) | 7.45% ABV | 60 IBUs

PERSEUS PORTER

Named for the slayer of the Gorgon, Medusa, and rescuer of
Andromeda. Perseus Porter is slightly smoky with Black and Chocolate malts. Bittered with Centennial and finished with German Northern Brewer hops.
Starting gravity 14.5° Plato (1.058) | 5.4% ABV | 47 IBUs

Wicked Frappe Blackberry Milkshake IPA
Pale, Carafa Special Type 3, Dark Crystal malts and Flaked Oats and
Lactose for a thick, cloudy goodness. Magnum, Galaxy, El Dorado,
and UK Soverign hops. A collaboration with Wicked Weed Brewing
from N Carolina, we melded a Black IPA with a Milkshake IPA, added
a bit of Blackberry and Vanilla. Mildly bitter, very murky and magically delicious!| 6.3% ABV |

OAKED MAIBOCK Maibock
Smooth with a hint of toasted vanilla
Our 2017 Ambrosia Maibock conditioned in second use American
Oak. Starting gravity 17.3° Plato| 5.9% ABV |

THE NOISE PALE
This highly drinkable Pale Ale swaggers.
With Mandarina Bavaria and Hallertau Blanc hops that tackle your
tastebuds with hints of citrus, candied orange, and vanilla.
The Noise is as much a home-field advantage as 66,000 voices in a
unified roar… plus, all that screaming can make the 12s thirsty.
It’s loud and proud! | 5.1% ABV |

SPACE DUST A Totally Nebular IPA
Refreshing, hoppy, and strong, The Immortal IPA.
A Northwest interpretation of a classic English
style, golden copper in color and
loaded with New World
hop flavor | 8.2% ABV |

SNAILBONES Manic IPA

Let loose your love darts and give bones to a beer full of grapefruit,
peach, guava, and grape | 8.5% ABV | SCOONER ONLY

BIFROST WINTER ALE
Strong, hoppy and smööth.
Named for the mythical bridge connecting the mortal world to the
heavens. Brewed with pale malt and small amounts of Munich and
Crystal malts. Bittered with Magnum and finished with Chinook and
Styrian Goldings hops..
| 7.6% ABV |

AVATAR JASMINE IPA

Brewed with Pale, 45° Crystal, Munich, and Cara-hell malts. Bittered
with German Northern Brewer and finished with Glacier and
Amarillo hops. Dried jasmine flowers added in the boil and hopback.
Starting gravity 15.6° Plato (1.064) | 6.3% ABV | 45 IBUs

MENS ROOM ORIGINAL RED
Brewed for the KISW radio program of the same name, Starting gravity 14° Plato (1.057) | 5.6% ABV | 33 IBUs

BITTER RIVALRY
Crimson and Gray, or Purple and Gold? Wherever your allegiances
lie during the big game, you are sure to enjoy our Bitter Rivalry.
Celebrate the state of Washington in this beer. Featuring hops from
Yakima (Cascade and Chinook), Washington-grown apples, English
Pale and Munich malts from Joseph’s Grainery in Colfax. Rounded
out with Soveriegn hops, and a touch of C15 and C77 malts.
Bitter Rivalry is the perfect beer for all quarters and perhaps a pint
after to celebrate the thrill of victory or the agony of defeat.
| 4.3% ABV |

THE WISE ESB
Allusive to the goddess Athena, patroness of warriors, weaving, and
wisdom. Brewed with Pale, Munich, Crystal, Cara-hell, & Belgian
Special B malts. Bittered with Chinook, finished with Cascade and
Centennial hops.
Starting gravity 14.5° Plato (1.058) | 5.9% ABV | 60 IBUs

THE IMMORTAL IPA

Refreshing, hoppy, and strong, The Immortal IPA.
A Northwest interpretation of a classic English style, golden copper in
color and loaded with New World hop flavor and aroma. Brewed with
Pale, Munich, Crystal and Cara-hell malts. Bittered with Chinook,
finished with Amarillo and Centennial hops | 6.3% ABV | 62 IBU |

DAYGLOW IPA
Another Manic.
This is a beer with the insistent beat of hops, as driving and inevitable
as a Full Moon party in Haad Rin. It drips with tropical, sunshiny
Mosaic, and twinkles with touches of El Dorado and Centennial. A
touch of wheat hazes the malt bill a bit around the edges, and the IBUs
are stuck in the mid-sixties.| 7.4% ABV |

BLACK Mens Room Black Imperial Red Ale

Mens Room Black is Mens Room Red dressed up for a buddy’s
wedding, with a hangover. It’s big and dark red, bitter and aromatic
with lots of Chinook and Cascade hops, including two massive dryhoppings. In addition to more of all the malts used in the Original
Red--pale, C-77 crystal, Munich, Cara-hell and Cara-red, it’s got a
good dose of Briess Midnight Wheat, for color and extra yumminess|
| 8.9% ABV | SCOONER ONLY

ELYSIAN OF BOOM!
‘Just about that action, boss’

IPA

When the Seahawks beat the Broncos in Super Bowl XLVIII, more
than the Lombardi trophy was on the line. West Flanders Brewery
in Boulder, CO lost a bet with Elysian and had their brewery taken
over. We flew out, brewed whatever we wanted ! The result is a
fruit forward, light bodied IPA. Chinook, Citra, Mosaic, and Hop
07270, flavors of pine, citrus, pineapple, and strawberry fluster the
pallet and tackle the taste buds | 7.7% ABV |

